Seems America is a country prime for change. The division is paramount. Relationships seldom last, the news is rampant with squabbles and infractions, the border not only brings new “visitors”,
but also an increase in social discord. Race and religion attracts prejudices that often result in some
tragic end. And politics is so divisive it’s almost comical. Everywhere division.

So what are we to do? Well I suspect there is really only one way - find something that the entire population will agree to.... A Common Cause. A Cause that has everyone working together. A
Cause that makes it’s main goal: “care and love of future generations”. And with that, life would become more comfortable for all, water and air would be cleaner and fresher. Plants, animals, birds, fish,
bugs... and even humans will be healther, the oceans will be teaming with life, earth will flourish. It is
possible, maybe inevitable.

We can ignore the rumblings of discontent for only so long... because eventually it begins to encroach on our own lifestyle. The “new” poor (middle America) are beginning to complain, as are the
young who visualize their not-so-bright future.

But it needn’t be that way. We can fix this country, this continent, this earth, and if we decide to
think intelligently, it’ll be exciting. New innovations have been shown to exist all over the world via the
internet and they are part of what I’m writing about. For what-ever-reason the innovations are being
ignored by the public...because the public is too distracted by other stuff.

All sorts of good will come of this - this plant.... BUT today it’s either illegal or over-regulated.
Cannabis (hemp) is our ticket out of this mess. If you know nothing about hemp, learn and then support those in the business, and then start your own business. Hemp is the biggest part of the big picture because it can replace so many items - plastic, fuel, timber. You can build cars or paper or legos it’s time has come. No matter its design, once discarded, it bio-degrades without harming anything. If
we all start working together, all races, all religions, all nations, all everybody will benefit. The na-sayers will eventually fad away. Wars will be counter-productive. There may not be enough people to
handle the new job opportunities.
This letter should be shared, and spread world-wide, translated into every language, and done
over and over until everyone has a positive, happy and free life. Write your own letters, talk to your
friends, get people in conversations, think about solutions and share them. If you hear about exciting
innovations, share. When we see media and government encouraging and supporting a hemp industry free of bureaucracy, a whole new world is about to unfold.
A pamphlet can be seen and downloaded from our website. There are also letters available to
help educate. www.hemp-hippo.com

